
The Wonder Weeks

**About The Wonder Weeks**

The Wonder Weeks is a helpful calendar for parents that tracks the baby's mental development

within the first 20 months.

The Wonder Weeks helps mothers and fathers to better understand their baby's behavior. The app

shows you when your baby makes so-called "mental leaps", so when his brain evolves. Since

babies may sleep poor or eat less during these phases, parents need to know how to handle their

babies during this time. In the app you will be informed about the mental leap your baby is

currently in, when the next leap occurs and what consequences this leap will have for your child. In

addition, the app provides helpful advices and tips on how to help your child with these exciting

and confusing leaps.

**The Wonder Weeks - Features:** 

- Keep an eye on your baby's mental development: The Wonder Week is a particularly helpful

calendar for parents to keep an eye on their baby's mental development. During the first 20

months, the baby makes some mental leaps, in which the brain is constantly evolving. These leaps

can be very confusing and difficult for the baby, which is why most babies sleep poor or eat less in

these phases. With the help of the app, you always know when your baby's goes through the next

mental leap. The app gives you helpful information about the current state of development of your

child and what your child can understand and learn after the next leap.

- Use helpful advices: The app provides helpful advices and tips on how to help your baby during

his next mental leap. If you follow some of the app's tips, you'll make that confusing and difficult

phase much more bearable for your child.

- Detailed information: The Wonder Weeks provides you with lots of informational material so that

you are well informed about every leap and its consequences. You can access over 60 videos and

lots of detailed texts that will help you to understand every leap.

- Take notes: The app offers you the possibility to make your own notes next to the texts and

information material about leaps. Write down your thoughts, note how your child is behaving, or

highlight special and particularly important content.

Conclusion: The Wonder Weeks can help parents to better understand their baby's behavior in the

first 20 months. Since the app reliably predicts when the next development leap lies ahead and

informs you in detail about it, you are always well prepared.


